COVID-19

UNCENSORED FACTS
that the media are not reporting

COVID is "much less severe"
than the "average annual flu"
Dr Martin Feeley
Clinical Director
Irish Health Service (HSE)

“It’s worth reinforcing the fact that
the great majority of people won’t die
from this. A significant proportion of
people will not get this virus at all. Of
those who get symptoms, probably
80% will be mild or moderate.”
Dr Chris Whitty
UK Chief Medical Officer

V 1.1 (2021)

The COVID virus is “less
dangerous than we are being led
to believe.”
Dr Mike Yeadon
former Pfizer Vice President
& Chief Scientific Officer

Most people will probably never get COVID. Most people
who do get it will experience no or mild symptoms. *
Most people who do experience symptoms will not need
medical care. Most of the people who do need medical
care won’t need critical care. The tiny percentage of
people who do need critical care are likely to survive
because the risk of death from COVID is very low and
similar to seasonal flu (which has now mysteriously
disappeared). Official statistics show COVID typically
has a 99.9%+ survival rate.*
Adults are more likely to die in a car accident than from
COVID. Children are more likely to be struck by
lightning than die of COVID-19.*
Far more people die directly of other illnesses, such as
cancer, heart disease, dementia, pneumonia, accidents,
Alzheimer's and suicides every week than of COVID.
As with the flu, those most at risk are people with
serious pre-existing health conditions such as heart
disease, obesity or dementia. Despite all the media
propaganda, for most people COVID is not a serious
illness.*

Broken leg? It’s COVID!
If you go to hospital for treatment for, say,
a broken leg, you will also be given the
notoriously unreliable COVID PCR test. If the
result is “positive”, then you will be recorded
as a “hospitalised COVID case”. This happens
even though you have no symptoms and are
actually being treated for a totally different
issue. This dishonest and exaggerated
‘case’ reporting is official World Health
Organisation policy.

A death from cancer or old
age? Report it as COVID!
COVID death reports are being massively
exaggerated. Anyone in Ireland who dies of any
cause but who is suspected ‘may’ also have
COVID is reported as an actual COVID death.

Confirmed to the Irish Parliament / Dáil (29/09/20).
See https://www.bitchute.com/video/MZkgvaQEHhl7/
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